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Cellular/Molecular

Extrasynaptic NMDA Receptors Bidirectionally Modulate
Intrinsic Excitability of Inhibitory Neurons

Lulu Yao,1,2 Yi Rong,2 Xiaoyan Ma,2 Haifu Li,3 Di Deng,1,2 Yongjun Chen,1 Sungchil Yang,4 Tao Peng,2

Tao Ye,2 Feixue Liang,3 Nenggui Xu,1 and Qiang Zhou2
1South China Research Center for Acupuncture and Moxibustion, Medical College of Acu-Moxi and Rehabilitation, Guangzhou University of
Chinese Medicine, Guangzhou, Guangdong Province 510006, P. R. China, 2State Key Laboratory of Chemical Oncogenomics, Guangdong Provincial
Key Laboratory of Chemical Genomics, Peking University Shenzhen Graduate School, Shenzhen, 518055, P.R. China, 3School of Biomedical
Engineering, Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area Center for Brain Science and Brain-Inspired Intelligence, Southern Medical
University, Guangzhou, Guangdong Province 510515, P. R. China, and 4Department of Biomedical Science, City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon,
Hong Kong

The NMDA subtype glutamate receptors (NMDARs) play important roles in both physiological and pathologic processes in
the brain. Compared with their critical roles in synaptic modifications and excitotoxicity in excitatory neurons, much less is
understood about the functional contributions of NMDARs to the inhibitory GABAergic neurons. By using selective NMDAR
inhibitors and potentiators, we here show that NMDARs bidirectionally modulate the intrinsic excitability (defined as sponta-
neous/evoked spiking activity and EPSP-spike coupling) in inhibitory GABAergic neurons in adult male and female mice.
This modulation depends on GluN2C/2D- but not GluN2A/2B-containing NMDARs. We further show that NMDAR modulator
EU1794-4 mostly enhances extrasynaptic NMDAR activity, and by using it we demonstrate a significant contribution of extra-
synaptic NMDARs to the modulation of intrinsic excitability in inhibitory neurons. Together, this bidirectional modulation of
intrinsic excitability reveals a previously less appreciated importance of NMDARs in the second-to-second functioning of in-
hibitory GABAergic neurons.
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Significance Statement

NMDA subtype of glutamate receptors (NMDARs) have important roles in brain functions, including both physiological and
pathologic ones. The role of NMDARs in inhibitory neurons has been less elucidated compared with that in excitatory neu-
rons. Our results demonstrate the importance of GluN2C/GluN2D-containing but not GluN2A/GluN2B-containing extrasy-
naptic NMDARs in modulating the intrinsic excitability of inhibitory neurons. These results further suggest distinct
contributions of subsynaptic locations and subunit compositions of NMDARs to their functions in excitatory and inhibitory
neurons. The above findings have implications for better understanding of brain diseases, such as schizophrenia.

Introduction
The NMDA subtype of glutamate receptors (NMDARs) are
important for both physiological and pathologic processes.
Their adequate activation is required for certain critical brain
functions, such as learning and memory, and developmental
refinement of neuronal connections. On the other hand,
their excessive activation during certain pathologic condi-
tions is believed to induce synapse loss and even neuronal
loss (Hardingham and Bading, 2010; Traynelis et al., 2010;
Paoletti et al., 2013; Ge et al., 2020). However, these conclu-
sions are largely based on studies of NMDARs in excitatory
neurons, while the contribution of NMDARs in inhibitory
GABAergic neurons to brain physiology and pathology is far
less understood (Moreau and Kullmann, 2013; Akgul and
McBain, 2016; Pelkey et al., 2017).
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Inhibitory neurons, although accounting for only;20% neu-
rons in the cerebral cortex, play key roles in information process-
ing, oscillations, tuning, and proper balance between excitation
and inhibition (Markram et al., 2004; Isaacson and Scanziani,
2011). NMDARs in inhibitory neurons have received much
attention for their important contributions to pathology and
treatment in many psychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia
and depression (Lewis et al., 2005; Paoletti et al., 2013; Zhou and
Sheng, 2013; Cohen et al., 2015). However, detailed properties of
the participating NMDARs, such as their subcellular location,
synaptic versus extrasynaptic, are poorly understood, compared
with the vast literature on the excitatory neurons (Cohen et al.,
2015; Pal, 2018).

Previous studies have revealed important contributions of
NMDARs to synaptic plasticity and neuronal intrinsic proper-
ties, both critical to the activity-dependent remodeling of neural
circuits (Maccaferri and Dingledine, 2002; Hunt and Castillo,
2012; Bannon et al., 2020). Although the contribution of
NMDARs to synaptic plasticity has been widely studied and well
understood, how they modulate the intrinsic neuronal excitabil-
ity is less understood (Sah et al., 1989; Pagadala et al., 2013).
Intrinsic excitability, defined as neuronal excitability in the ab-
sence of synaptic inputs, is determined by the expression of ion
channels and receptors contributing to the electrical properties
of neurons (Zhang and Linden, 2003; Beck and Yaari, 2008). To
investigate this in inhibitory neurons, we have used spontaneous
spiking, injected current-induced spiking, and EPSP-spike cou-
pling (E-S coupling) as readouts (Daoudal et al., 2002; Malik and
Chattarji, 2012). Spontaneous spiking is essential for tuning the
function of neuronal networks, whereas E-S coupling has signifi-
cant contributions to the integration of synaptic excitation for
generating action potentials (Daoudal et al., 2002).

Subcellular localization and subunit composition are two
important contributors to NMDAR functions, and both have
been extensively explored in the context of synaptic plasticity
and excitotoxicity in excitatory neurons (Oliet et al., 2004;
Hardingham and Bading, 2010; Paoletti et al., 2013; Zhou and
Sheng, 2013). It is well established that NMDARs are located at
both synaptic and extrasynaptic regions, with extrasynaptic
NMDARs activated by spillover of synaptic glutamate or gluta-
mate released from glia (Kullmann and Asztely, 1998; Haydon
and Carmignoto, 2006), whereas synaptic NMDARs are acti-
vated by synaptically released glutamate but not by glutamate in
the extracellular space. While the above conclusions are true for
excitatory neurons, we recently showed that ambient glutamate
could readily activate synaptic NMDARs in inhibitory neurons
because of the low presence of glutamate transporter GLT-1
(Yao et al., 2018). As for subunit composition, studies support a
general conclusion that GluN2A and GluN2B subunits are highly
expressed in excitatory neurons, whereas GluN2C and GluN2D
subunits are more concentrated in inhibitory GABAergic neu-
rons (Paoletti et al., 2013; von Engelhardt et al., 2015; Riebe et al.,
2016). In addition, GluN2A-containing NMDARs are more
likely to be concentrated at synapses, whereas GluN2B- and
GluN2C/2D-containing NMDARs are more enriched at extrasy-
naptic sites in excitatory neurons (Zhou and Sheng, 2013).
Limited evidence suggested that extrasynaptic NMDAR-medi-
ated currents might contribute to the excitability of inhibitory
neurons (Riebe et al., 2016; Garst-Orozco et al., 2020). It needs to
be noted that the contributions of NMDARs to brain physiology
and pathology are likely more complex than a simple dichotomy
between GluN2A- and GluN2B-containing NMDARs, or between
synaptic and extrasynaptic NMDARs. Thus, a more thorough

understanding of the functional contribution of NMDARs on the
inhibitory neurons to neuronal excitability will provide a deeper
understanding the function of inhibitory neuron and the involved
pathologic processes.

In this study, we used electrophysiological recording in vitro
and in vivo to address how NMDARs may influence the excit-
ability of inhibitory neurons, and the subunits and subcellular
localization of participating NMDARs. We found bidirectional
modulation of intrinsic excitability by NMDARs, which are likely
be mediated at least partially by the GluN2C/2D-containing
extrasynaptic NMDARs.

Materials and Methods
Animals
Mice were housed under standard conditions with free access to food
and water. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the ani-
mal protection law and were approved by the Guangzhou University of
Chinese Medicine, Peking University Shenzhen Graduate School
Animal Care and Use Committee, and the Animal Care and Use
Committee at the Southern Medical University. Male and female mice
6–10weeks of age, including WT (C57BL/6J), GAD67-GFP, PV-Cre,
Ai14 and Ai32, and GluN2D-Flox transgenic mice were used. Mice were
housed in a 12 h light-dark cycle with free access to food and water.

Electrophysiological recordings and analysis in vitro
Methods of brain slicing and patch-clamp recording were published pre-
viously (Yao et al., 2018). In brief, coronal frontal sections (400mm)
were cut on a VT1200S vibratome (Leica Microsystems). Recording
started at least 1 h after slicing on an upright microscope (Eclipse FN1,
Nikon) at room temperature (23°C-26°C) with oxygenated aCSF (4–5
ml/min). Recordings were made from layer 2/3 PFC neurons, with
GABAergic inhibitory neurons identified using GFP fluorescence in the
GAD67-GFP transgenic mice. Signals were acquired at a sampling rate of
10kHz and filtered at 2kHz. To facilitate spontaneous spiking in the whole-
cell configuration, most recorded neurons were held at� 456 5mV. For
E-S coupling experiments, the resting membrane potential (RMP) of the
majority of recorded neurons was near �70mV. The intensity of electrical
stimulation through a glass pipette was adjusted to trigger spikes with
;50% probability for the first EPSP. E-S coupling test using 5 pulses was
given at 20Hz unless mentioned otherwise.

NMDAR EPSCs were analyzed using Clampfit software (MDS
Analytical Technologies). The average of NMDAR EPSCs in a 2-5 ms
window centered on the peak response was taken as peak amplitude. For
measuring area, NMDAR EPSCs were integrated from the start of
responses to the time point with responses decayed to baseline (presti-
mulation) level. Stimulus artifacts were not subtracted in these measure-
ments. For measuring the ambient NMDAR responses, slices were
bathed in aCSF containing NBQX (10 mM), picrotoxin (50 mM), and low
Mg21 (0.5 mM), with neurons held at 40mV. D-APV (100 mM) was
added into the recording chamber via a thin tube positioned at the edge
of the recording chamber.

To examine the potential activity-dependent property of EU1794-4,
baseline NMDAR-mediated synaptic responses were acquired using
1Hz synaptic stimulation, for which 1Hz is a typical low-frequency
stimulation that used to test basal responses before a manipulation (e.g.,
high-frequency stimulation). Following 1Hz stimulation, 20Hz stimula-
tion (for 50 s) was given after sufficient time (;15min) was allowed for
EU1794-4 to take effect (see Fig. 5E). To examine the contribution of
GluN2C/2D-containing NMDARs to the EU1794-4’s effect, changes in
holding current at 40mV were measured by applying EU1794-4 (300
mM) directly onto slices in the presence of Veh or NAB-14 (see Fig. 6E).
To mimic physiological conditions, neurons were clamped at �60mV
(see Fig. 6I), to examine the contribution of GluN2C/2D-containing
NMDARs to ambient NMDAR responses. With neurons recorded at
�60mV, we measured changes in the holding current induced by NAB-
14, or Pip18, or DMSO, normalized to the responses during subsequent
perfusion of D-APV. In these experiments, slices were bathed in NMDA
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(3 mM) to enhance ambient NMDAR responses, and all response were
normalized to the responses after application of D-APV (see Fig. 6I).

Western blot
The GluN2D-flox transgenic mice were injected with CMV-cre virus
(BrainVTA) into the PFC (AP: 1.94 mm anterior to bregma; ML: 60.4
mm lateral to midline; DV: 2.65 ventral from the cortical surface). After
viral expression for 21d, mice were anesthetized and perfused with PBS
through the heart. Freshly dissected mouse brains were treated with
RIPA lysis and homogenized using S10 High Speed Homogenizer
(Xinzhi Biotechnology), and then centrifuged at 12,000 RPM for 15min
at 4°C. Protein concentration was measured using a BCA Protein Assay
Kit (Pierce). Protein samples were run on 10% SDS-PAGE using a Bio-
Rad gel system and transferred onto PVDF membranes. Loading con-
trols (GAPDH) were run on the same gel. Membranes were then probed
with antibodies of proper dilutions, including anti-GRIN2D (1:1000;
Abcam, catalog #DF4086) and anti-GADPH (1: 3000; Abcam, catalog
#AB0101). ImageJ was used for densitometric analysis. Experiments
were performed in a double-blind manner, with the person performing
the analysis blinded to the experimental conditions.

Neuronal culture
Cortical neurons were cultured from newborn mice as described previ-
ously (Chanda et al., 2017). Dissected cortices were digested for 30min
with 10 U/ml papain in HBSS buffer supplemented with 2 mM Ca21 and
0.5 mM EGTA in an incubator, washed with HBSS buffer, dissociated in
plating media (MEM supplemented with 0.5% glucose, 0.02% NaHCO3,
0.1mg/ml transferrin, 10% FBS, 2 mm L-glutamine, and 0.025mg/ml in-
sulin), and seeded on coverslips placed inside 24-well dishes. After 24 h
(DIV1), 75% of the plating media was replaced with neuronal growth
media (MEM supplemented with 0.5% glucose, 0.02% NaHCO3, 0.1
mg/ml transferrin, 5% FBS, 2% B27 supplement, and 0.5 mm L-glutamine).

Immunolabeling
Mouse cortical neurons were fixed in 4% PFA and permeabilized with
0.2% Triton X-100 and 10% goal serum, stained with anti-synaptophysin
primary antibody (1:200, Abcam, catalog #ab32594) in PBS, and visual-
ized using AlexaFluor-546 goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:500,
Invitrogen, catalog #A-11 010). Then samples were bathed in 30 mM
EU1794-4-Fluo (labeled as green) for 30min. Images were acquired
using a Nikon confocal microscope. Identical settings were used for all
samples in each experiment. Colocalization analysis was performed
using ImageJ software.

In vivo single-cell recording
Animal preparation for in vivo recording. Male and female WT

(C57BL/6J) and transgenic (PV-Cre, Ai14 and Ai32) mice 2-3months of
age were used. The method was described in previous studies (Li et al.,
2019, 2021; Liang et al., 2019). Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane
(1.5%, v/v), and a head post for fixation was mounted on top of the skull
with dental cement. Skull over A1 was cleaned and protected from being
covered by dental cement (Li et al., 2019, 2021; Liang et al., 2019).
Afterward, the mouse was injected subcutaneously with 0.1mg/kg
buprenorphine and returned to its home cage. During the recovery pe-
riod, the mouse was trained to be accustomed to the head fixation on the
recording setup. To keep the mouse head in place, a screw was tightly
clamped by a custom-made post holder. Recordings were performed in a
sound attenuation booth. During recording sessions, the mouse was
briefly anesthetized with isoflurane and a craniotomy was performed
over A1. Dura was removed to make the drug seep into A1. The mouse
was then allowed to recover from isoflurane for at least 2 h. Recording
experiments started after the mouse exhibited normal running behavior.
Each recording session lasted for ;4 h. The mouse was given drops of
5% sucrose (w/v) through a pipette every hour. Between sessions, the
mouse was returned to its home cage for a break of at least 2 h.

Auditory stimulation. Software for sound stimulation and data ac-
quisition was custom-made using LabVIEW (National Instruments).
Stimuli include pure tones (2 �64 kHz spaced at 0.1 octave, 50ms dura-
tion, 3ms ramp, 0-70dB sound pressure level [SPL] spaced at 10dB, in

pseudorandom sequence, 3 repetitions, 0.5 s interstimulus interval),
characterize frequency and noise (broadband white noise, 50ms dura-
tion, 3ms ramp, 60dB SPL, 1 s interstimulus interval). The loudspeaker
(Brüel and Kjaer 4138, 4135) and an amplifier (Brüel and Kjaer 2610)
were placed 10 cm away from the mouse’s head and facing the unsealed
ear.

Pharmacological effect and optogenetically guided loose-patch
recordings.Neurons were recorded in the heterozygous offspring crossed
between a Cre-dependent ChR2-EYFP (Ai32) line and a PV-tomato-Cre
line (heterozygous offspring of a cross between PV-Cre line and Ai14
line). Loose-patch recordings using pipettes of small openings (pipette
impedance, ;10 MX) were performed. An optic fiber and a drug infu-
sion tube were positioned close to the cortical surface of the recording
site. PV neurons were identified by their responses to 10 pulses (50ms
duration, 50ms interstimulus interval) of blue LED stimulation (470nm,
Thorlabs). Identified PV neurons responded to 50ms light pulses with a
reliable, short-latency burst of spikes and showed sustained spiking
responses (see Fig. 7B). The pharmacological effect was verified by com-
paring spontaneous and evoked spiking responses before and after drug
infusion. We found that spiking activity was altered within 1min from
the start of the infusion, and these changes may last 15min. This method
allowed us to temporally and reversibly manipulate A1 when recording
from one neuron, but also to separate inhibitory and excitatory neurons.
After experiments, the mouse brain was sectioned and imaged with a flu-
orescence microscope to confirm PV1 expression.

Histology and imaging. To verify the PV1 expression, mice were
deeply anesthetized with urethane (25%) and transcardially perfused
with 4% PFA in PBS. The brain tissue was sliced into coronal sections
(150mm thickness) by using a vibratome (Leica Microsystems). Slices
were imaged using a confocal microscope (Olympus FluoView FV1000).

Quantification and analysis. We performed data analysis with cus-
tom-developed software (MATLAB, The MathWorks). Data from all
recorded neurons were first pooled together for a randomized batch
processing without categorizing neurons according to their specific iden-
tity (e.g., age, condition, laminar location, etc.). In loose-patch record-
ings, spikes could be detected without ambiguity because their
amplitudes were normally.50pA, whereas the baseline fluctuation was
,5 pA. Tone- and noise-evoked spikes were counted within a 100ms
window after the onset of stimuli. Evoked firing rate (FR) was calculated
after subtracting the average baseline FR. Evoked responses were defined
as FR higher than the average baseline FR by 3 SDs. Neurons that did
not exhibit evoked spiking responses were excluded from the analysis.

Multichannel single-unit recording
Experimental methods were described previously (Deng et al., 2020).
Briefly, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (; 1% in a gas mixture)
on a stereotaxic apparatus (RWD Life Science). A craniotomy was made
over the lateral ventricle (AP: �0.5; ML: �1.0; DV: 2.0). A hole was
drilled through the skull. Infusion kit was slowly lowered with a gripper,
until the pedestal touched the skull. Electrode array was unilaterally
implanted aiming at mPFC (1.94 mm anterior to bregma; 0.4 mm lateral
to midline; 2.65 ventral from the cortical surface), and sealed to the skull
with dental cement. After surgery, mice were allowed to recovery for 7–
14d. During recording of spontaneous spiking, mice moved freely inside
a recording box (390 � 180 � 180 mm). Baseline spiking of 30min was
collected before injection of M-8324 (100 mM, 5ml, i.c.v.), and recording
was continued for 120min afterward. Individually recorded neurons
were sorted using Plexon Offline Sorter and analyzed using Neuro
Explorer (Nex Technologies). Classification of excitatory and inhibitory
neurons and calculation of E/I ratio were performed as described previ-
ously (Deng et al., 2020). Briefly, the principal component analysis was
used to calculate the principal component score of the unsorted neuro-
nal waveforms, and scores were plotted in a three-dimensional principal
component space.

Statistical analysis
Details on the numbers of animal are indicated in the figure legends for
each experiment. Data are shown as mean 6 SEM. Quantitative results
were analyzed (IBM SPSS Statistics, version 20) using unpaired or paired
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t test, and one-way repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Bonferroni
test was made in the drug application and drug washout experiments.
The statistical outliers were excluded using the Stem-and-Leaf display.
Normalized values were calculated as percentage change over the base-
line. A p value of, 0.05 was considered significant.

Reagents
D-APV, NBQX, and QX-314 chloride were obtained from Tocris
Bioscience; picrotoxin, EU1794-4, NMDA, and TCN-201 were from Sigma-
Aldrich; NAB-14, EU1794-4-Fluo, and M-8324 were synthesized at Peking
University Shenzhen Graduate School. Pip18 was provided by Genentech.

Results
NMDARs bidirectionally modulate the intrinsic excitability
of inhibitory neurons in vitro
Previous studies have suggested that NMDARs may contribute to
the excitability of inhibitory neurons (Jackson et al., 2004;
Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007; Xue et al., 2011; Geoffroy et al.,
2022). To test whether this is the case, we examined the effect of
bath-applied NMDAR modulators on GFP-labeled GABAergic
neurons in PFC slices from GAD-67 GFP mice. The spontaneous
spiking rate was used for measuring excitability (Turrigiano, 2011),
and normal aCSF Mg21 (1 mM) was used to mimic physiological
conditions. We first tested bath perfusion of a competitive NMDAR
antagonist D-APV (100 mM), and observed that spontaneous spik-
ing was reversibly reduced in most of the recorded GABAergic neu-
rons held at ;�45mV 5-10min after application (Fig. 1A,B). We
then examined the impact of enhancing NMDAR activity using a
NMDAR-PAM M-8324 which we have shown previously to

selectively enhance the activity of NMDARs on the inhibitory neu-
rons (Deng et al., 2020). Bath perfusion of M-8324 (30 mM) for 10–
15min led to significantly enhanced spontaneous spiking in
GABAergic neurons (Fig. 1C,D), which occurred to a similar degree
in both fast spiking (FS) and non-FS (regular spiking [RS])
GABAergic neurons (Fig. 1E), suggesting that this modulation by
NMDARs is bidirectional. In addition, the effect of M-8324 was in-
dependent on the initial spontaneous spike activity (data not
shown). This impact of M-8324 on excitability was not affected by
GABAergic synaptic transmission since it was not affected by
GABAAR blocker (Fig. 1F).

The above results suggest that NMDARs may modulate the
intrinsic excitability of inhibitory neurons. Another method to mea-
sure the intrinsic excitability is to inject depolarizing current
through the recording patch pipette. Significantly higher spike fre-
quency was seen in the presence of M-8324 in GABAergic neurons
compared with that treated with vehicle (Fig. 2A), and this increase
occurred to a similar degree in FS and RS neurons (Fig. 2B). In
addition, spike frequency induced by current injection was signifi-
cantly and reversibly reduced in the presence of D-APV (Fig. 2C).
Thus, NMDAR modulation of current-induced spiking in
GABAergic neurons is also bidirectional. To better mimic the natu-
ral trigger of spikes, we used depolarizing ramp current and
observed thatM-8324 significantly enhanced the probability of spik-
ing (Fig. 2D). To understand what may underlie the observed
higher excitability, we measured a few parameters that contribute to
excitability. The rheobase current, defined by the amount of current
needed to evoke a single spike, was significantly reduced in the pres-
ence of M-8324 (Fig. 2E). We then measured the threshold for

Figure 1. Bidirectional modulation of spontaneous spiking in PFC GABAergic/inhibitory neurons by NMDAR modulators. A, Sample traces of spontaneous spiking in identified GABAergic/in-
hibitory neurons before, during, and after bath application of D-APV (100mM) in PFC slices. Calibration: 0.5 s, 20mV. B, Spontaneous spiking frequency was reversibly reduced by bath applica-
tion of D-APV (RMP: �706 0.74 mV). Predrug, 100%; APV (5-10 min after application), 72.926 5.55%; wash (;10min after wash), 100.036 3.23%. N (cells) = 6. Points connected with
lines came from the same neurons. *p,0.05 (one-way repeated-measures with Bonferroni test). C, Sample traces represent the impact of M-8324 (30 mM) on spontaneous spiking in
GABAergic neurons. Calibration: 5 s, 20 mV. D, Quantification of Veh (Vehicle) and M-8324’s impact on spontaneous spiking in GABAergic neurons 10-15 min after the application. Predrug,
1.146 0.38 Hz, Veh, 1.056 0.35 Hz, RMP, �69.526 0.46mV; predrug, 0.566 0.1, M-8324, 0.946 0.11 Hz, RMP, �69.696 0.17 mV. N (cells) = 8 (Veh), N (cells) = 8 (M-8324).
**p,0.01 (paired t test). E, To explore a potential difference between inhibitory neuronal subtypes, changes in spontaneous spiking frequency were measured in either RS or FS GABAergic
neurons. M-8324 (RS), 197.5 6 19.29%, RMP, �70.106 0.60 mV, N (cells) = 9; M-8324 (FS), 227.35 6 26.62%, RMP, �69.196 0.56mV, N (cells) = 5. F, Picrotoxin (100 mM) did not
affect M-8324’s impact on spontaneous spiking in GABAergic neurons. M-8324 (PTX), 167.47 6 18.01%; RMP, �69.696 0.17mV; N (cells) = 5. M-8324 (aCSF), 203.5 6 27.68%; RMP,
�69.836 0.59mV; N (cells) = 7. Data are mean6 SEM.
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spiking, defined as the membrane potential reached by injection of
rheobase current, and we found that spikes occurred at a signifi-
cantly more negative (hyperpolarized) Vm in the presence of M-
8324 (Fig. 2F). Perfusion of M-8324 did not significantly alter RMP
of the recorded neurons compared with baseline (Fig. 2G). To
determine whether changes in the passive properties of neurons
might also contribute to NMDAR modulator-induced alteration in
excitability, we measured input resistance (Rin), spike height (am-
plitude), afterhyperpolarization, or spike half-width (Fig. 2H), and
found none of them was altered by M-8324. Together, altered
intrinsic excitability is likely a major contributor to the NMDAR
modulator-induced changes in spiking which is likely mediated at
least partially by altered spiking threshold.

Spontaneous spiking is triggered by either synaptic inputs
(EPSPs) or fluctuations in membrane potentials (Stern et al.,
1997; Graupner and Reyes, 2013). Under in vivo conditions, a
large portion of spikes are driven by the preceding EPSPs. This
coupling between EPSPs and spikes is termed E-S coupling and
measures the probability of spiking triggered by similarly sized
EPSPs. E-S coupling is also considered a measure of intrinsic
excitability (Malik and Chattarji, 2012). We found that the
degree of E-S coupling, as measured by the number of spikes
generated by five depolarization pulses, was significantly higher

in GABAergic neurons in the presence of M-8324 compared
with that with vehicle (Fig. 3A). We also found a significant
increase in the spiking probability by M-8324 using one test
pulse (Fig. 3B). This enhancement was present in both FS and RS
neurons (Fig. 3C), suggesting that it occurs in GABAergic neu-
rons in general. There was no significant difference between
RMPs in the presence of M-8324 and vehicle (Fig. 3D), suggest-
ing no alteration of RMP by M-8324. A reversible reduction in
the EPSP-triggered spike numbers was observed with bath perfu-
sion of D-APV (Fig. 3E). In addition, M-8324 significantly short-
ened the latency to spike compared with the predrug baseline
(Fig. 3F), consistent with higher excitability. To exclude the pos-
sibility that changes in EPSPs underlies the enhanced E-S cou-
pling, we examined EPSPs in the trials without spikes, in the
presence and absence of M-8324. We found no significant differ-
ence in EPSP area, time to peak, or slope of rise phase (Fig. 3G).
Together, our results indicate a bidirectional modulation of
intrinsic excitability by NMDARs in inhibitory neurons.

GluN2 subunits have distinct contributions to NMDAR’s
modulation of excitability of GABAergic neurons
Distinct contributions of GluN2-NMDAR subunits to various
important NMDAR functions have been shown previously

Figure 2. Impact of M-8324 on current injection-triggered spikes. A1, Sample traces represent M-8324’s impact on spiking triggered by current injection in GABAergic neurons. Calibration:
200 ms, 20 mV. A2, Quantification of Veh and M-8324’s impact after its application for 10-15 min. Predrug, 9.816 3.07 Hz; Veh, 10.876 3.58 Hz; RMP, �69.706 0.21mV, N (cells) = 5.
Predrug, 10.846 2.42 Hz; M-8324, 22.126 3.64 Hz; RMP,�70.316 0.43mV, N (cells) = 7. **p,0.01 (paired t test). B, M-8324’s impact on spike frequency in RS- and FS-GABAergic neu-
rons. M-8324 (RS), 128.19 6 10.13%; RMP, �71.716 0.43 mV; N (cells) = 6. M-8324 (FS), 148.39 6 8.34%; RMP, �70.56 0.38 mV; N (cells) = 7. C, Impact of D-APV (5-10 min after
application) on spike frequency on the same neurons. APV, 57.46 8.2%; wash, 97.086 2.44%; RMP,�68.966 3.26 mV; N (cells) = 6. *p,0.05 (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni test). D, M-8324 increased spiking probability measured using a ramp test. D1, Sample traces. Calibration: 100 ms, 20mV. D2, Population data. Predrug, 59.76 10.07%; M-8324,
95.46 4.08%; N (cells) = 6. *p,0.05 (paired t test). E, Reduced rheobase current in the presence of M-8324 in the same GABAergic neurons. E1, Sample traces. Calibration: 100 ms, 20 mV.
E2, Population data. Predrug, 74.116 24.49 pA; M-8324, 61.446 23.92 pA; N (cells) = 9. *p,0.05 (paired t test). F, Threshold to spike was reduced by M-8324 application. Predrug,
�45.776 0.92mV; M-8324, �48.596 1.76 mV; N (cells) = 9. *p,0.05 (paired t test). G, M-8324 did not change RMP. Predrug, �69.036 1.05mV; M-8324, �69.246 0.79 mV; N
(cells) = 11. H, M-8324 did not affect basic neuronal properties in GABAergic neurons. Input resistance (Rin), 101.606 2.21%, N (cells) = 5. Spike amplitude (spike amp), 99.90 6 0.91%;
afterhyperpolarization, 97.726 0.91%; spike half-width, 105.416 3.56%. Data are mean6 SEM.
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(Traynelis et al., 2010; Paoletti et al., 2013; Ge et al., 2020). Thus,
we examined the possibility that GluN2 subunits have distinct
contributions in modulating of the intrinsic excitability of
GABAergic neurons. To do so, we tested the impacts of modula-
tors selectively targeting different GluN2-containing NMDARs
on spontaneous spiking and E-S coupling. Significant increase in
spontaneous spiking or E-S coupling induced by M-8324 still
occurred in the presence of TCN-201 (10 mM), a GluN2A-
selective NMDAR antagonist (Hansen et al., 2012) (Fig.
4A). Selective GluN2B-NMDAR antagonist piperidine-18
(Pip18, 1 mM) also did not block the increase of spontaneous
spiking or E-S coupling induced by M-8324 (Fig. 4B). No
enhancement of spontaneous spiking or E-S coupling by M-
8324 was observed in the presence of selective GluN2C/2D
antagonist NAB-14 (20 mM) (Fig. 4C), while GluN2C/2D-
selective NMDAR enhancer CIQ (20 mM) significantly
increased spontaneous spiking or E-S coupling (Fig. 4D).
The above results suggest that GluN2C/2D-NMDARs play
pivotal roles in modulating the intrinsic excitability of
GABAergic neurons, while GluN2A- or GluN2B-NMDARs
have minimal contributions. To further examine the contribu-
tion of GluN2C/2D-NMDARs to the excitability of inhibitory
neurons, we induced conditional GluN2D knockdown by
injecting virus in the GluN2D-Loxp transgenic mice. First, to
confirm the efficacy of GluN2D-Loxp, CMV-Cre virus was
injected to target all types of neurons to maximize the reduc-
tion. Western blot analysis showed significant reduction in

the GluN2D protein level in the PFC (Fig. 4E). Then, for the
electrophysiological experiments, to selectively induce
GluN2D-NMDAR knockdown in the GABAergic neurons,
vGAT-Cre virus was injected in the PFC. We found no change
in either spontaneous spiking or E-S coupling to bath applica-
tion of M-8324 (Fig. 4F), supporting the preferential contribu-
tion of GluN2C/2D-NMDARs to spontaneous spiking and E-
S coupling.

Extrasynaptic GluN2C/2D-NMDARs have major
contribution to modulating the intrinsic excitability of
GABAergic neurons
In the above experiments, the participating NMDARs may be
located at either synaptic or extrasynaptic regions of GABAergic
neurons. We have shown previously that M-8324 enhances the
activity of synaptic NMDARs (Deng et al., 2020); and here we
examined whether it can also enhance the activity of extrasynap-
tic NMDARs. To do so, we isolated NMDAR responses induced
by ambient glutamate present in the extracellular space (Le Meur
et al., 2007; Povysheva and Johnson, 2012; Yao et al., 2018). Bath
application of D-APV (100 mM) resulted in a larger reduction in
the NMDAR responses (measured as changes in holding
current) in the presence of M-8324 than with vehicle (Fig. 5A),
indicating a significant impact of M-8324 on the activity of extra-
synaptic NMDARs. In addition, NMDAR responses showed
larger noise in the presence of M-8324 than in vehicle (data not
shown), consistent with larger NMDAR responses (Yao et al.,

Figure 3. Enhanced E-S coupling by M-8324 in the PFC GABAergic neurons in vitro. A, Impact of M-8324 on E-S coupling in GABAergic neurons held near�70mV. Sample traces (A1) and
population data (A2). Calibration: 100 ms, 20 mV. Veh, 97.796 7.13%, N (cells) = 5; M-8324, 130.26 8.58%; N (cells) = 7. *p,0.05 (unpaired t test). B, M-8324’s impact on the probability
of single EPSP-induced spike. Predrug, 42.486 3.71%; M-8324, 73.026 11.87%; N (cells) = 5. *p,0.05 (paired t test). C, Impact of M-8324 on E-S coupling in RS- and FS-GABAergic neu-
rons. M-8324 (RS), 124.08 6 10.65%; N (cells) = 5; M-8324 (FS), 129.8 6 7.53%; N (cells) = 6. D, No significant difference in RMP between Veh and M-8324 groups. Veh,
�70.846 0.41mV; N (cells) = 5. M-8324, �70.366 1.04mV; N (cells) = 8. E, Impact of D-APV on E-S coupling in the same neurons. APV, 85.36 6 4.51%; wash, 96.45 6 4.02%; both
normalized to predrug level. N (cells) = 8. *p,0.05 (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni test). F, M-8324 shortened the latency to spike. Sample traces (F1) and population
data (F2). Calibration: 10 ms, 20 mV. Veh, 96.116 6.92%; N (cells) = 5. M-8324, 45.476 12.03%; N (cells) = 6. **p,0.01 (unpaired t test). G, M-8324 did not affect EPSPs in GABAergic
neurons. Sample traces (G1) and population data (G2-G4). Calibration: 50ms, 5 mV. Time to peak (G2), slope of rise time (G3), or EPSP area (G4) was not altered by M-8324. N (cells) = 5.
Data are mean6 SEM.
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2018). We also used another widely accepted method to activate
extrasynaptic NMDARs, namely, puffing NMDA onto dendrites
(Papouin et al., 2012). Both peak and area of NMDAR responses
were larger in the presence of M-8324 than with vehicle (Fig.
5B), supporting enhanced activation of extrasynaptic NMDARs
by M-8324.

To address whether enhancing the activity of extrasynaptic
NMDARs may increase the intrinsic excitability of GABAergic neu-
rons, we need to modulate extrasynaptic NMDARs selectively. An
NMDAR modulator named EU1794-4 has been suggested to act
selectively on the extrasynaptic NMDARs (Perszyk et al., 2018). We
observed significantly larger ambient NMDAR responses in the
presence of EU1794-4 (30 mM) than that in the presence of vehicle
in GABAergic neurons (Fig. 5C), suggesting that EU1794-4 acti-
vates/enhances extrasynaptic NMDARs. For the isolated NMDAR-
EPSCs in GABAergic neurons, there was no significant difference
between EU1794-4 and vehicle (Fig. 5D), indicating minimal effect
of EU1794-4 on synaptic NMDAR responses. An alternative expla-
nation for the differential impact of EU1794-4 on synaptic versus
extrasynaptic NMDARs is its use dependence (Perszyk et al., 2018),
which we did not observe using 20Hz synaptic stimulation (Fig.
5E). To further confirm that EU1794-4 selectively binds to the
extrasynaptic NMDARs using a different method, we synthetized
an EU1794-4 compound with a fluorophore attached (named
EU1794-4-Fluo, see Materials and Methods). This EU1794-4-Fluo
also enhanced extrasynaptic NMDAR responses (Fig. 5F). We then
incubated EU1794-4-Fluo with primary neuronal culture, and cos-
tained with a synapse marker synaptophysin. We found that there
was not much overlapping between the fluorescence of these two

markers, with the fluorescence of EU1794-4-Fluo mostly surround-
ing that of synaptophysin (Fig. 5G). The percentage of spots stained
with both synaptophysin and EU1794-4-Fluo was a very small por-
tion of the total EU1794-4-positive spots (2.09 6 0.47), supporting
that EU1794-4 mostly binds to the extrasynaptic NMDARs. This
result is consistent with EU1794-4 selectively binding to extrasynap-
tic NMDARs.

We next used EU1794-4 to examine whether extrasynaptic
NMDARs play a major role in modulating the intrinsic excitability
of GABAergic neurons. We found that EU1794-4 significantly
enhanced spontaneous spiking (Fig. 6A), E-S coupling (Fig. 6B,C),
and current-injection induced spiking (Fig. 6D), indicating a signifi-
cant contribution of extrasynaptic NMDARs. The increase by
EU1794-4 on E-S coupling did not differ between RS- and FS-
GABAergic neurons (Fig. 6C). Since GluN2C/2D-NMDARs but
not GluN2A- or GluN2B-NMDARs play a prominent role in mod-
ulating the intrinsic excitability of the GABAergic neurons (Fig. 4),
we examined whether EU1794-4 shows any selectivity on GluN2-
NMDARs. Compared with vehicle, NAB-14 abolished changes in
holding current induced by bath perfusion of EU1794-4 (Fig. 6E).
Considering that it is widely accepted that extrasynaptic NMDARs
in excitatory neurons contain GluN2B subunits (Zhou and Sheng,
2013; Lai et al., 2014), we further tested whether GluN2B-NMDARs
contribute to EU1794-4-activated ambient NMDAR responses.
Pip18 did not significantly affect changes in holding current
induced by EU1794-4 (Fig. 6F). Furthermore, Pip18 did not affect
the increase in spontaneous spiking or E-S coupling induced by
bath perfusion of NMDA (Fig. 6G,H). Although there was a trend
toward reduction of NMDAR-EPSCs in inhibitory neurons in the

Figure 4. Contributions of GluN2-NMDARs to M-8324’s impact on spontaneous spiking and E-S coupling in GABAergic neurons in vitro. A, Impact of TCN-201 (10 mM) on M-8324’s effect on
spontaneous spiking and E-S coupling. Spontaneous spiking, predrug, 1.016 0.29 Hz; M-83241TCN-201, 2.156 0.71 Hz; RMP, �66.776 2.12; N (cells) = 6. E-S coupling, predrug,
4.496 0.20; M-83241TCN-201, 6.346 0.77; RMP,�67.096 1.37 mV; N (cells) = 5. *p,0.05 (paired t test). B, Impact of Pip18 (1mM) on M-8324’s effect on spontaneous spiking and E-S
coupling. Spontaneous spiking, predrug, 0.716 0.12 Hz; M-83241Pip18, 0.936 0.17 Hz; RMP, �69.886 2.97mV; N (cells) = 8. E-S coupling, predrug, 4.636 0.24; M-83241Pip18,
5.216 0.23; RMP,�65.626 2.06mV; N (cells) = 6. *p,0.05 (paired t test). C, Impact of NAB-14 (20mM) on M-8324’s effect on spontaneous spiking and E-S coupling. Spontaneous spiking,
predrug, 0.916 0.18 Hz; M-83241NAB-14, 0.866 0.20 Hz; RMP, �69.816 1.56 mV; N (cells) = 8. E-S coupling, predrug, 7.326 1.80; M-83241NAB-14, 6.856 1.41; RMP,
�73.846 2.38mV; N (cells) = 5. *p,0.05 (paired t test). D, Impact of CIQ (10 mM, 5-10min bath application) on spontaneous spiking and E-S coupling. Spontaneous spiking, predrug,
0.246 0.03 Hz; CIQ, 0.606 0.11 Hz; RMP,�73.126 1.56 mV; N (cells) = 6. E-S coupling, predrug, 1.226 0.70; CIQ, 2.266 1.30; RMP,�69.526 1.87mV; N (cells) = 8. *p,0.05 (paired
t test). E, Sample images showing the GluN2D protein expression level in the GluN2D-KD (E1). The population data (E2). Control, 1.346 0.12; N (mice) = 4; GluN2D-KD, 0.956 0.06; N
(mice) = 4. F, Potentiation of M-8324 was absent in inhibitory neurons from GluN2D-NMDAR cKD mice. Spontaneous spiking, predrug, 0.696 0.13 Hz; M-83241NAB-14, 0.756 0.19 Hz;
RMP,�68.306 0.94 mV; N (cells) = 7. E-S coupling, predrug, 4.846 0.26; M-83241NAB-14, 4.516 0.14; RMP,�66.786 1.9 mV; N (cells) = 7. Data are mean6 SEM.
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presence of EU1794-4, this reduction cannot explain the enhance-
ment of excitability by EU1794-4 caused by its potentiation of extra-
synaptic NMDARs. Put together, GluN2C/2D-NMDARs but not
GluN2B-NMDARs have significant contributions to EU1794-4’s
effect on the extrasynaptic NMDARs. Since the experiments on E-S
coupling or spontaneous spiking were performed in normal
[Mg21] and at �60mV (Fig. 6A–H), different from the EU1794-4
experiments shown above (at 40mV; Fig. 5C), we conducted addi-
tional experiments to test whether extrasynaptic NMDARs activated
under the above physiological conditions also contain GluN2C/2D-
but not GluN2A- or GluN2B-NMDARs. To do so, slices were
bathed in NMDA (3 mM) and changes in holding current in
responses to D-APV were used as a measure of extrasynaptic
NMDAR responses, at �60mV and in 1 mM Mg21. NAB-14
induced a significantly larger reduction on the holding current com-
pared with that induced by DMSO, while there was no significant
difference between TCN-201 and DMSO or between Pip18 and
DMSO (Fig. 6I). This result suggests that GluN2C/GluN2D-, but
not GluN2A- or GluN2B-NMDARs have significant presence at the
extrasynaptic regions on the GABAergic neurons, consistent with
their contribution to the intrinsic excitability in these neurons.

Modulation of spiking in GABAergic neurons by NMDAR
modulators in vivo
Previous studies, including our own, have shown that NMDAR
inhibitors lead to reduced spiking of inhibitory neurons in vivo
(Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007; Yao et al., 2019). We

recently showed that NMDAR-PAMs elevate spiking of the in-
hibitory neurons in the auditory cortex in vivo (Deng et al.,
2020). Our current results indicate that the excitability of
GABAergic neurons is modulated bidirectionally by NMDARs,
especially those at the extrasynaptic locations. To test whether
this modulation also occurs in vivo and involves extrasynaptic
NMDARs, we used in vivo cell-attached recording to record the
sound-induced spiking and spontaneous spiking in PV neurons in
the primary auditory cortex (A1; Fig. 7A). These neurons in ChR2-
EYFP/PV-Cre mice were confirmed positive for parvalbumin (PV)
based on their responses to opto-stimulation (see Materials and
Methods) (Fig. 7A–C). In addition, their spike waveforms were
characteristic for PV neurons (Fig. 7C). Both sound-evoked and
spontaneous spiking frequency were significantly and reversibly
enhanced after local infusion of EU1794-4 (Fig. 7D–F). PV neurons,
abundantly present in the cerebral cortex among inhibitory neu-
rons, play key roles in controlling the excitability of pyramidal neu-
rons (Li et al., 2021). Significant and reversible reduction in both
sound-evoked and spontaneous spiking was observed in pyramidal/
excitatory neurons in A1, likely as a consequence of enhanced acti-
vation of PV neurons (Fig. 7G–I). Together, we have observed
enhanced spiking in inhibitory neurons to application of EU1794-4
in vivo, in a manner similar to that of in vitro, suggesting that activa-
tion of extrasynaptic NMDAR in vivo also significantly enhances
the activity of inhibitory neurons.

We then examined the impact of M-8324 on neuronal spiking
in the PFC in vivo (Fig. 8A) since PFC is a key brain region for

Figure 5. EU1794-4 mostly acts on extrasynaptic NMDARs in GABAergic neurons. A, Ambient NMDAR responses in the presence of M-8324 or vehicle. HC, Holding current with neurons
clamped at 40mV. Veh, 0.206 0.046 pA/pF; N (cells) = 6. M-8324, 0.656 0.13 pA/pF; N (cells) = 7. *p,0.05 (unpaired t test). B, M-8324 increased extrasynaptic NMDAR responses induced
by puffed NMDA. Peak and area of puffed NMDA-induced response in the presence of M-8324 or Veh. Veh, Peak, 876 6.77%; Area, 112.626 8.79%; N (cells) = 5. M-8324, Peak, 77.816
8.92%; Area, 112.036 10.28%; N (cells) = 6. *p,0.05 (unpaired t test). C, Ambient NMDAR responses in the presence of EU1794-4 (30 mM) or vehicle, with sample traces on the right. Veh,
0.246 0.03 pA/pF; N (cells) = 5. EU1794-4, 0.426 0.05 pA/pF; N (cells) = 8. Calibration: 10 s, 50 pA. *p,0.05 (unpaired t test). D, EU1794-4’s impact on evoked NMDAR-EPSCs, compared
with vehicle, with sample traces on the right. Calibration: 100 ms, 20 pA. Peak amplitude, Veh, 95.226 5.01%; EU1794-4, 75.716 9.43%; p= 0.10. Area, Veh, 95.246 4.95%; EU1794-4,
79.466 8.92%; p= 0.16. N (cells) = 7 (Veh), 8 (EU1794-4). E, Activity dependence of EU1794-4 on NMDAR-EPSCs. Neither peak nor area was altered after 20 Hz synaptic stimulation in the
presence of EU1794-4 (30 mM). Veh, Peak, 91.17 6 5.87%; Area, 90.98 6 13.4%; N (cells) = 5; EU1794-4, Peak, 97.84 6 6.5%; Area, 113.7 6 23.58%; N (cells) = 5. F, EU1794-4-Fluo
increased extrasynaptic NMDAR responses. Ambient NMDAR responses were significantly larger in the presence of EU1794-4-Fluo (300 mM), compared with the Veh. Veh, 0.156 0.05; N
(cells) = 5; EU1794-4-Fluo, 0.576 0.11; N (cells) = 5. *p,0.05 (unpaired t test). G, Left, Staining of EU1794-4-Fluo and synaptophysin on cultured neurons. Representative images of synapto-
physin (red), EU1794-4-Fluo (green), and merge between them. Right, Percentage of (synaptophysin 1 EU1794-4-Fluo)/total EU1794-4-Fluo; 2.09 6 0.47%, N (cells) = 9. ##p,0.01, com-
pared with fluorescent density of the total EU1794-4-Fluo (paired t test). Data are mean6 SEM.
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many critical brain functions (e.g., working memory and execu-
tive functions) and various psychiatric disorders (including
schizophrenia and depression). By using the well-established cri-
teria to distinguish between excitatory and inhibitory neurons
(Fig. 8B), we observed significantly enhanced spiking in inhibi-
tory neurons and reduced spiking in excitatory neurons after
infusion of M-8324 (Fig. 8C,D), consistent with our previous
finding in the auditory cortex (Deng et al., 2020). The reduced
spiking level in excitatory neurons is likely caused by the
enhanced spiking in inhibitory neurons (Hackos et al., 2016; Yao
et al., 2018; Deng et al., 2020). Our in vivo results collectively
showed that modulating NMDARs, including the extrasynaptic
NMDARs, leads to a robust modulation of inhibitory neuron ac-
tivity, likely as a consequence of altering excitability in these
neurons.

Discussion
In this study, we have revealed important contributions of extra-
synaptic NMDARs to the intrinsic excitability of inhibitory/
GABAergic neurons: (1) NMDARs bidirectionally modulate this
excitability in that activation enhances while inhibition reduces
it; (2) GluN2C/2D-containing NMDAR subunits have a signifi-
cant contribution to this modulation; and (3) extrasynaptic
NMDARs play a critical role in this modulation. These new

findings have far-reaching implications for the contributions of
NMDARs to both physiology of brain functions and pathology
of brain diseases.

Mostly based on studies on the excitatory neurons, extrasy-
naptic NMDARs have been shown to play a few distinct func-
tions: (1) their excessive activation leads to synapse loss and
neuronal loss, especially in diseases, such as stroke (Hardingham
and Bading, 2010; Ge et al., 2020); (2) their activation can modu-
late neuronal excitability in developing excitatory neurons (Sah
et al., 1989; Wu et al., 2012); and (3) their suppression by keta-
mine (especially via GluN2B-contaning NMDARs) mediates
enhanced glutamatergic synaptic transmission and is proposed
to underlie the anti-depressant effect of ketamine (Monteggia et
al., 2013; Miller et al., 2014; Suzuki and Monteggia, 2020).
Although inhibition of NMDARs on the inhibitory neurons has
also been suggested to mediate ketamine’s anti-depression effect,
the location of these NMDARs has not been examined (Miller et
al., 2016; Zanos and Gould, 2018; Fogaca and Duman, 2019).
Here we provide strong evidence that extrasynaptic NMDARs
play an important role in modulating the intrinsic excitability of
inhibitory neurons in a bidirectional manner. This finding
emphasizes the role of NMDARs in the second-to-second rou-
tine functions of inhibitory neurons, in contrast to the much-
emphasized role of NMDARs in synaptic plasticity. There is
some evidence that NMDARs are required for the induction of

Figure 6. Contribution of extrasynaptic NMDARs to the intrinsic excitability of GABAergic neurons. A, EU1794-4’s impact on spontaneous spike frequency, with sample
traces on the right. Calibration: 10 s, 20 mV. Predrug, 2.046 0.66 Hz; EU1794-4, 3.436 1.02 Hz; RMP, �68.276 1.73 mV; N (cells) = 11. **p,0.01 (paired t test). B,
EU1794-4’s impact on E-S coupling, with sample traces on the right. Calibration: 200 ms, 20 mV. Predrug, 5.476 0.35; EU1794-4, 7.056 0.56; RMP, �68.106 1.95 mV; N
(cells) = 9. *p,0.05 (paired t test). C, Impact of EU1794-4 on E-S coupling did not differ between RS- and FS-inhibitory neurons. RS, 135.38 6 25.82%; N (cells) = 5. FS,
118.14 6 5.94%; N (cells) = 9. D, Bath application (5-10 min) of EU1794-4 on spikes triggered by current injection, with sample traces on the right. Calibration: 500 ms,
10 mV. Predrug, 40.766 2.12 Hz; EU1794-4, 46.766 3.35 Hz; RMP, �68.966 0.78 mV; N (cells) = 9. **p,0.01 (unpaired t test). E, Impact of NAB-14 (20 mM) on EU1794-
4 (300 mM)-induced changes in holding current (HC) at 40 mV. Veh, 0.576 0.21 pA/pF, N (cells) = 4; NAB-14, 0.016 0.0001 pA/pF, N (cells) = 5. *p,0.05 (unpaired t
test). F, Impact of Pip18 on the ambient NMDAR responses in GABAergic neurons. Veh, 0.206 0.046 pA/pF; N (cells) = 6. Pip18, 0.296 0.082 pA/pF; N (cells) = 5. G, Pip18
(1 mM) did not affect the NMDA (3 mM)-induced increase of spontaneous spiking. Spontaneous spiking, Veh1NMDA, 175.6 6 11.03%; N (cells) = 5. Pip181NMDA,
209.21 6 41.82%; N (cells) = 6. #p,0.05, ##p,0.01, compared with predrug (paired t test). H, Pip18 did not affect the NMDA-induced increase in E-S coupling. E-S cou-
pling, Veh1NMDA, 123.88 6 6.37%; N (cells) = 5. Pip181NMDA, 138.60 6 14.20%; N (cells) = 7. #p,0.05, compared with predrug (paired t test). I, Impacts of various
GluN2-NMDAR antagonists on isolated NMDAR responses in the presence of NMDA (3 mM) at �60 mV. Changes in holding current (HC) to bath perfusion of antagonists were
normalized to changes in holding currents after subsequent D-APV application. DMSO, 17.9 6 4.78%; N (cells) = 9. TCN-201, 32.80 6 5.83%; N (cells) = 9. Pip18, 19.20 6
2.82%; N (cells) = 6. NAB-14, 48.21 6 6.3%; N (cells) = 8. **p,0.01 (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test). Data are mean 6 SEM.
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synaptic plasticity in inhibitory neurons (Moreau and Kullmann,
2013), but the subcellular localization of these NMDARs is
unclear.

Subunit composition and subcellular localization of
NMDARs participating in the modulation of intrinsic
excitability
We have previously characterized M-8324 and shown that M-
8324 has higher potency than GNE-8324 and potentiates synap-
tic NMDAR responses selectively on the inhibitory neurons
(Deng et al., 2020). We do not have information on the subunit
selectivity of M-8324, although it is likely similar to that of GNE-
8324. Since extrasynaptic NMDARs are mainly activated by the
extracellular or ambient glutamate under the physiological con-
ditions, their activation may be subjected to modulations distinct
from that of synaptic NMDARs, such as low-activity dependence
and no input specificity (Cathala et al., 2003). This point can be
appreciated for depolarization-induced spiking or spontaneous
spiking in that this modulation likely involves most or all extra-
synaptic NMDARs on an entire neuron and is affected by the
concentration of extracellular glutamate surrounding the entire
neuron. For E-S coupling, however, the situation can be complex
since synaptically released glutamate may affect the extrasynaptic
NMDARs surrounding the active synapses in inhibitory neurons
(Chaudhry et al., 1995; Yao et al., 2018).

NMDARs with different GluN2 subunits have been shown to
be present at distinct synaptic localizations and serve distinct
functions, although this conclusion has been debated (Paoletti et
al., 2013; Zhou and Sheng, 2013; Lai et al., 2014). More specially,
extrasynaptic NMDARs are shown to be enriched with GluN2B-,
GluN2C-, or GluN2D-NMDARs in excitatory neurons, while
GluN2C/2D-containing NMDARs are present at extrasynaptic
regions in inhibitory neurons and mostly in young animals (Le
Meur et al., 2007; Riebe et al., 2016; Hanson et al., 2019). Since
their activation requires spillover of synaptic glutamate or ele-
vated extracellular glutamate, extrasynaptic NMDARs on the
excitatory neurons show more prominent activation under path-
ologic condition or at hyperactivity brain states (Lai et al., 2014).
Pharmacological evidence suggests that GluN2C/2D-containing
NMDARs can modulate the activity of both GABAergic neurons
and excitatory neurons (Swanger et al., 2015; Hanson et al., 2019;
Garst-Orozco et al., 2020). Our results strongly support the con-
clusion of GluN2C/2D-NMDARs on the inhibitory neurons and
further indicate the absence of GluN2A-, GluN2B-containing
NMDARs at the extrasynaptic regions in inhibitory neurons, dis-
tinct from the excitatory neurons. This lack of extrasynaptic
GluN2A-, GluN2B-containing NMDARs is also consistent with
our finding that modulation of intrinsic excitability occurs in the
presence of normal extracellular Mg21 concentration and near
RMPs, and consistent with the low sensitivity of GluN2C/2D-
NMDARs to Mg21 block at negative membrane potentials

Figure 7. Impact of EU1794-4 on neuronal spiking in vivo. A, Experimental setup. A mouse was head-fixed via a headpost (P) but could run freely on a rotatable plate. Sound (S) was applied
to one ear, and patch recording (R) was performed in the contralateral A1. Blue light (L) and drug infusion tube (I) were positioned next to recording site in A1. B, Left, Confocal images repre-
sent tdTomato-labeled PV neurons (red) and expression of ChR2-YFP (green) in a representative brain section. Scale bar, 500mm. Right top, Raster plot of spikes in a representative PV neuron
to pulses of blue LED light stimulation (blue bars, 50ms each pulse). Right bottom, Corresponding poststimulus spike time histogram. C, Peak/trough amplitude ratio plotted against trough-
to-peak (T–P) interval of spike waveform. Each data point represented an individual neuron. Solid symbols represent mean6 SD. Inset, Spike waveforms of a representative PV neuron. Black
traces were 20 superimposed spikes. Red dotted vertical lines indicate the timing of trough and peak. Blue arrows point to peak and trough. Peak/trough ratio: Pyr, 0.196 0.08; PV,
0.696 0.16. Trough-peak interval: Pyr, 0.816 0.16; PV, 0.246 0.05. Scale bar, 0.5 ms. D, Noise-evoked responses (raster plots) of PV neurons in A1 before and after EU1794-4 injection (red
arrow). Dashed lines indicate the onset and offset of acoustic stimulation. Inset, Twenty randomly selected superimposed spike waveforms. Noise-evoked (E) and spontaneous (F) spike fre-
quency of recorded PV neurons before, 15min, and recovery after EU1794-4 infusion. N (cells) = 16. **p, 0.01 (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni test). G-I, Similar to D-F,
but for pyramidal neurons. N (cells) = 18. **p, 0.01, *p, 0.05, (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni test). Data are mean6 SEM.
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(Mullasseril et al., 2010; Paoletti et al.,
2013). Since FS and non-FS inhibitory
neurons do not show significant difference
on NMDAR’s impacts on the intrinsic
excitability, it is thus likely that extrasy-
naptic NMDARs on these neurons do not
differ substantially, such as on GluN2-sub-
unit composition. This is in contrast to
the less contribution of synaptic NMDARs
in FS than in non-FS inhibitory neurons
(Wang and Gao, 2009; Povysheva and
Johnson, 2012), and further supports poten-
tially different contributions between synap-
tic and extrasynaptic NMDARs to the
inhibitory neuronal functions. Nonetheless,
various subtypes of inhibitory neurons have
been well documented, including those con-
taining PV, somatostatin, vasoactive intesti-
nal peptide, calretinin, or other markers
(Kepecs and Fishell, 2014). This heterogene-
ity of the inhibitory neurons may account
for the high variability in responses we
observed in Figure 4 and synaptic NMDAR-
EPSC responses to EU1794-4 application in
Figure 5D.

With extracellular glutamate level
playing a major role in their activation,
this mode of modulation of extrasynaptic
NMDARs is distinct from the activity/
input-dependent modulation that typi-
cally occurs during synaptic plasticity.
The modulation of intrinsic excitability by extrasynaptic
NMDARs is influenced by the level of extracellular/ambient
glutamate, and/or the density and/or composition of extrasy-
naptic NMDARs. Significant alterations in the extracellular/
ambient glutamate levels occur during development and
under pathologic conditions, including epilepsy, stroke, and
Alzheimer’s disease (Herman and Jahr, 2007; Moussawi et
al., 2011; Soni et al., 2014; Hanson et al., 2019). The density/
activity of extrasynaptic NMDARs has been shown to be
altered in Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington diseases, and
stroke (Parsons and Raymond, 2014; Pallas-Bazarra et al.,
2019). In theory, changes in the subunit composition of
extrasynaptic NMDARs will affect the activation of these
receptors, such as switching from GluN2C/2D-NMADRs to
GluN2A/2B-NMDARs. How the above factors may interact to
influence the activation of extrasynaptic NMDARs to affect the
intrinsic excitability of inhibitory neurons and brain functions
requires further exploration.

Pathologic contribution of extrasynaptic NMDARs in
schizophrenia
Our finding of modulation of intrinsic excitability by extrasynap-
tic NMDAR may also have important implications for the hypo-
function of NMDARs in schizophrenia. Evidence from both
human postmortem and animal models indicates that reduced
activity/expression of NMDARs in inhibitory neurons (especially
PV neurons) plays key roles in the pathogenesis and/or pathol-
ogy of schizophrenia (Lewis et al., 2005; Moreau and Kullmann,
2013; Cohen et al., 2015; Nakazawa et al., 2017). Because of the
low presence of synaptic NMDARs on certain subtypes of adult
inhibitory neurons (especially PV neurons) (Goldberg et al.,
2003; Wang and Gao, 2009; Gonzalez-Burgos and Lewis, 2012;

Gonzalez-Burgos et al., 2015), it is not apparent how this hypo-
function might occur or cause pathology (Moreau and
Kullmann, 2013). Current findings suggest a potential solution
to puzzle: reduced presence/activity of extrasynaptic NMDARs
mediates this hypofunction in inhibitory neurons (especially PV
neurons), leading to reduced neuronal excitability and imbal-
anced excitation/inhibition in the brain, which is generally
assumed to be critical for the pathogenesis/pathology in schizo-
phrenia. An implication of this model is that alterations and con-
sequences of reduced NMDAR function occur in an input-
nonspecific manner and hence may affect a wider range of func-
tions than those associated with selective inputs onto inhibitory
neurons (Garcia-Munoz et al., 2015).

Potential mechanisms underlying the modulation of
intrinsic excitability by NMDARs
We here showed similar impacts of NMDAR modulators on
three measurements of intrinsic excitability (spontaneous spik-
ing, depolarization-induced spiking, and E-S coupling) in inhibi-
tory neurons. As shown in Figure 2H, the input resistance is not
altered by M-8324 application. This lack of change might be
accounted for by a few potential possibilities: (1) the experimen-
tal condition used. To mimic physiological conditions, normal
ACSF and at/near RMP were used under which may be difficult
to detect subtle changes in input resistance. (2) An amplification
cascade between NMDAR activation and alteration in intrinsic
excitability may exist, which means that subtle changes in
NMDAR activation can be amplified and result in large change
in neuronal excitability.

Previous studies in excitatory neurons have demonstrated an
interaction between Kv4.2 channels and NMDARs. Kv4.2 chan-
nels are present at extrasynaptic sites in excitatory neurons
(Shibasaki et al., 2004; Kaufmann et al., 2013), and they appear

Figure 8. Modulation of spontaneous spiking in PFC neurons in vivo. A, The location of recording electrodes in the PFC.
Each dot represents the electrode position from each experiment. Only data from those positioned in the PrL (Prelimbic) and
IL (Infralimbic) were included for further analysis. B, Criteria for distinguishing FS neurons (inhibitory neurons [Inh]) and
non-FS neurons (excitatory neurons [Ext]) based on their spike waveforms. C, Sample raster plots showing effect of M-8324
(intracerebroventricular [i.c.v.] injection, 100 mM) on spontaneous spiking of excitatory (Ext) and inhibitory (Inh) neurons.
Total duration, 10 s. D, Quantification of M-8324’s impact on spontaneous spiking in excitatory and inhibitory neurons nor-
malized to baseline (before drug infusion). For excitatory neurons (Ext), Veh, 96.97 6 4.12%; M-8324, 49.54 6 6.2%;
N= 34 units/5 mice (M-8324, 100 mM, i.c.v.). For inhibitory neurons (Inh), Veh, 102 6 2.88%; M-8324, 230.8 6 31.81%;
N= 9 units/5 mice.
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to interact with both synaptic and extrasynaptic NMDARs.
Activation of extrasynaptic NMDARs results in the reduction/in-
hibition of Kv4.2 channels and increases neuronal excitability,
which is blocked by the NMDAR antagonist (Lei et al., 2008,
2010; Mulholland and Chandler, 2010). This signaling process is
mediated by protein kinase A, protein kinase C, extracellular sig-
nal-regulated kinase, and CaMKII (Adams et al., 2000; Schrader
et al., 2006; Naskar and Stern, 2014; Kline, 2017). In addition,
GSK3b has been shown to directly interact with Kv4.2 channels
via phosphorylation of Ser-616 site of Kv4.2 channels in medium
spiny neurons of NAc (Aceto et al., 2020). Thus, modulation of
IA/Kv4.2 channels may mediate the impacts of NMDARs on
intrinsic excitability in inhibitory neurons, which is worthy of
further examination. Other mechanisms mediating NMDAR
modulation of excitability might also exist, such as via NMDAR-
dependent regulation of hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleo-
tide-gated channels and Akt/mTOR signaling (Pirbhoy et al., 2016;
Hou and Zhang, 2017). In addition, inhibition/ablation of extrasy-
naptic NMDARs has been shown to increase the neuronal excitabil-
ity via repression of Kv2.1 or Kv1.1 channels (Mulholland et al.,
2008; Frangeul et al., 2017), suggesting that linking NMDAR activity
with K1 channels might be a general mechanism in the modulation
of neuronal excitability. Whether this mechanism may differ
between excitatory and inhibitory neurons is worthy of further
exploration.

NMDAR-PAMs
We have used NMDAR-PAMs to enhance the activation of
NMDARs to understand their contributions to the excitability of
inhibitory neurons. Compared with NMDAR antagonists, there
is no upper limit for the enhancement induced by PAMs; hence,
their impact can be revealed as long as some residual activation
of NMDARs exists. This strategy is especially useful for in vitro
analysis since it is likely that the level of NMDAR activation is
low in brain slices compared with in vivo. Although a large num-
ber of NMDAR-PAMs have been developed (Geoffroy et al.,
2022), for treating diseases with reduced inhibitory neuron activ-
ity, NMDAR-PAMs that selectively enhance the activity of inhib-
itory neurons (e.g., GNE-8324 and M-8324) (Hackos et al., 2016;
Yao, 2018; Deng et al., 2020) will likely be more useful by avoid-
ing potential counteraction and excitotoxicity because of
enhanced activation of excitatory neurons (Hanson et al., 2019).

In conclusion, our findings provide strong support for
NMDARs having important impacts on the second-by-second
neuronal functions in inhibitory neurons by modulating the
intrinsic excitability bidirectionally. Since excitability influence
many critical functions of neurons and brain states, we suggest
that NMDARs may play wider and more important roles in in-
hibitory neurons than we have previously recognized.
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